INNOVATIVE PEDAGOGIES:
NEW PATHWAYS TO UNIVERSITY TEACHING

UNIVERSITY:
University of Tübingen

DATE:
17.06.2021, 15-18 p.m.;
14.10.2021, 15-18 p.m.

LANGUAGE:
German/English

TARGET GROUP:
Academics of various domains, staff (department of academic affairs and others);
4-5 workshops with 8 to 12 participants each.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

Objectives:
The workshop aims at offering lecturers an introduction to innovative pedagogies – in general but also in the CIVIS context. Lecturers who contributed to the handbook (from Tübingen and probably also from CIVIS partners) will be invited to present their examples (1 to 3 examples per workshop). Discussion on transfer of innovative pedagogy models into other teaching contexts. Development of teaching concepts.

Content:
General introduction/overview innovative pedagogies; development of outlines for transfer.

Methodology:
Input, discussion, work in small groups. The workshop could be held on line but also on-site with face-to-face contact.

REGISTRATION LINK

CONTACT:
Dr. Andrea Fausel, Academic Affairs, Center for Teaching and Learning
andrea.fausel@uni-tuebingen.de